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Ronald Noble, FBI & all employees of ICC,

Minister of Foreign Affair  Verhagen & Minister of Defence Middelkoop  increase the risk on war every day.

Verhagen polishes his image on website TWITTER (Google  it from your own country) or go to 
www.eenvandaag.nl -our newsbulletin-.

● Verhagen chats with journalists and simple people on the web, while he ignores the ICC-case and 
my websites. He knows 'that I - or persons like me - are being banned from those kind of 
websites. 

● The criminal behavior of our NL-media intensifies = you are a member of the VIP-group or you 
are an outsider.... It becomes far more difficult to get important messages through to people who 
need it.

Middelkoop is a dangerous Minister of Defence; the people want him to leave parliament, but Balkenende 
& Co want him to stay:

● Middelkoop runs a double-agenda - as if he's a double spy -
● He holds talk in the media with completely different contents from talks at the 

Ministery/parliament  or in the field
● Theirs a row going on between him and Van Bommel of www.sp.nl. van Bommel has called 

Palestiana 'to start a new intifada'= a call for war against Israel. 100 people pressed charges 
against him, but not grounded on NLFs against misconduct. = lawcases are not going to be 
effective, because VIP-lawyers want VIP-verdicts for VIP-talks in our corrupt media.

I did not try to talk to Verhagen on TWITTER, because I want to keep my credibility in the Islamic-world. 
But... I am not strong enough overhere...!!!

FBI
● Tell Barack Obama that he must start education & small businesses in Afghanistan.
● Tell him 'that he has to close the International Criminal court after he has closed Guantanomo-

bay'. I know Verhagen wants USA to become a member of ICC, but thats  unnecessary when USA 
brings USA-warlords to an USA-court'. 

● Tell Hilary Clinton that she has to work with what I call 'Desert- or Rainforrest English = simple 
use of english language with recognisable definitions = limitted vocabulary 'to give people time to 
find themselves in definition ...and to give them time to work with definitions in their own 
livelyhood'. 

Interpol
● ALL your anti-terrorism & anti-corruption-bureaucracies are useless when 

NL-parliament is free to spread lies on the Web, via social websites like Hywes, TWITTER, my 
Space.

● You work too slow in favour of the More Honest People. 
● Do you want war or Justice? 

Desiree Stokkel.
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